A long way walked...

Comissió Gestora
Consell de Doctorands i Doctorandes de la UPC
The Doctorate School

**Origins**

Bolonia process → New Doctorate regulations

UPC → Pilot plan 2009-2010

**Parts**

- Academic organisation
- Administrative organisation
- Students organisation

Comissió Gestora

PhD students council
Comisión Gestora – Comissió Gestora

Mission

- Communication of the aspirations, requests and proposals of the PhD students of the UPC to the university governance.
- Promotion and defence of our rights and interests.
- Promotion the quality of the PhD programs.
Comisión Gestora – Comissió Gestora

Members

President: Elisabet Capón García
Secretary: Mar Pérez Fortes

Area members
Science: Roger Jové Casulleras
Civil Engineering: Jordi Pascual i Ferrer
TIC Engineering: Carmina García Almudéver
Industrial Engineering: Diana Mesa Correa
Architecture: Rolando M. Biere Arenas
Comissió Gestora – Comisión Gestora

Activities 2010

- Council internal regulations.
- Communication tools
  Distribution lists and web page.
- Transverse courses.
- Communication with university governance.
  Public prices rise of PhD fees.
  Decrease in 5% of scholarship retributions.
  Election process.
Elections

- Staff meeting - Claustre → 3 phD. students
  **Early vote:** October 18th to 23rd
  **Elections:** October 25th

- **Electronic vote**
  https://seuelectronica.upc.edu/eleccions

- Comissió Gestora elections →
  Coming soon, and looking forward to your candidatures!
Thank you

We look forward to receiving your contributions!